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W.E. Vine, in his Expository Dictionary Of Old and New Testament Words, points out 
that the word great is used in different senses in the Bible, for example: Of external form, size or 
measure, degree and intensity, of fear, rank, of persons, e.g., God, Christ or humans. The word 
great can be used of a number or as an exclamation, etc. There can be such an over use of the word 
great that it loses its effectiveness or intended purpose. Such is the case with many brethren's use 
of great, and their assessment of a congregation or congregations of the Lord's church. As 
pointed out in last week's article, our assessment of what constitutes a great congregation may or 
may not be based on the Bible. 

Perhaps, instead of using the word great, exceptional would be more appropriate. Yes, your 
congregation can be an exceptional congregation. How? 

First, Your Congregation Can Be Exceptional, If You Go To The Right Source (the 
Bible) For The answers to Your Questions. 

This first point cannot be over emphasized! All of the supposed "felt needs" being the first and 
foremost criteria in building an exceptional congregation is building on sand and not the solid 
rock of God's word(Matt.7:24-27)! A tree is known by the fruit it bears (Matt.7:15-20). 
Congregations who have abandoned God's word as "the pattern," and resorted to their own 
ingenuity will reap departures from the faith! 

Next, Your Congregation Can Be Exceptional, If You Properly Interpret Bible 
Teaching on What Constitutes Exceptional. 

A study of the Seven Churches of Asia (Smyrna, Philadelphia, Ephesus, Pergamos, 
Thyatira, Sardis and Laodicea Rev.2-3) is very insightful as to God's view of what constitutes 
an exceptional congregation. Only two of the seven churches (Smyrna and Philadelphia) were not 
condemned. Four congregations (Ephesus, Pergamos, Thyatira and Saris) were commended in 
certain areas and condemned in others. The only congregation not commended at all was 
Laodicea. As the Lord looks down from His throne in heaven (Psa.33:13-14) at the Lord's 
church throughout the world, what would He commend and condemn? Would any fall into the 
same category as Laodicea? More pointedly, where does the Lord's church in Rowlett stand in 
God's sight? 

Every congregation of the Lord's church would benefit greatly if they would "Examine 
yourselves, whether ye be in the faith; prove your own selves.   Know ye not your own selves, 
how that Jesus Christ is in you, except ye be reprobates" (2 Cor. 13:5)? 

Thirdly, You Congregation Can Be Exceptional If You Understand Some Important 
Definitions. 

Definitions of words are extremely important. Bear in mind every word, every sentence and 
every paragraph in the Bible is inspired of God (2 Tim.3:16-17). In the foreword to his book, 
Bible Words and Theological Terms Made Easy - A Practical Handbook, brother Wayne 
Jackson states: "Of all the biological creatures upon the earth, only human beings understand 
words as "symbols" of ideas. . .Words constitute the vehicles of thought, they convey volumes of 
meaningful information, and every person, who is cognizant of the value of his own mind, ought 



to be a student of words. The message of human redemption is framed in words, and without an 
understanding of a certain level of those words, one cannot be saved from his sins (cf. Acts 
11:14)." 

When brethren use denominational terminology e.g. witnessing, joining the church, my 
church, pastor, senior minister etc., instead of speaking where the Bible speaks (I Pet.4:1 1) they 
develop a denominational mind-set! The following list is not, by any imagination, a complete list 
of words we need to understand.  Rather, they serve as a "launching pad,” in creating a biblical  
mind-set  in developing an exceptional congregation. 
Servant Longsuffering  Submit            Lost 
Autonomy      Strive               Study              Restore 
Steward          Contend           Example         Faith 
Love              Forgiveness     Unity               Trust 
Authority       Fellowship       Shepherd         Repentance 
Conversion    Modesty           Worldliness     Sin 

Next week, we shall continue our study of this vital subject. 
 

 
         
 

  
 


